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Lecture 10 : The Supernatural

Hello and welcome to lecture 10 in my series on Understanding Science. This lecture is all about the Supernatural. What is the supernatural and how does it relate to science? What does science have to say about supernatural claims? In this lecture we’ll be learning a little bit more about the way science works and we also be applying some what we already learnt to a new topic.
So without any further delay let’s get started! 
Introduction

What is the supernatural? I find this question really difficult to address because, fundamentally, I don’t understand the claim at all – I just simply can’t form a coherent idea of what it’s supposed to be. But what are supernatural proponents trying to claim?
 
Literally, the supernatural is the set of all things above (or perhaps outside) the natural. That is, all things that do not obey the laws of nature.  It’s not immediately clear to me whether that means things that are outside the laws of nature as we know them now, or outside all possible laws including those we don’t yet comprehend. For example, if we continue to study these alleged phenomena, and it turns out that we can replicate them, do proponents believe that events currently classed as supernatural will someday be included in the laws of science, and come to be known as natural? Or are they fundamentally separate from the physical Universe and not comprehensible by physical means?
 
Proponents talk about another realm outside our own, or parallel to the physical reality with which we interact daily. That, in and of itself, is outside my ability to comprehend, and perhaps you feel the same way. But this, they often say, is part of the point – this is a phenomenon that we as humans don’t intrinsically understand and we are wasting our time attempting to understand it. But then the phenomena these same proponents describe are almost always physical manifestations in our world– ghosts, angels and demons, deities, magical powers and so on – which doesn’t make sense to me, given the original claim that the supernatural is a separate realm. Anyway, let’s assume that somehow this other realm can interact with our own in some unknown manner which is somehow non-physical, and that this causes the manifestations that supernatural proponents describe. Let’s also assume that these interactions are sufficiently frequent to create phenomena that people notice. After all, that’s why this topic of the supernatural even exists – because people think that they have observed supernatural phenomena themselves. And if people observed these phenomena then that means that the supernatural can cause a measurable physical change in this natural Universe. And, of course, once we get measurable physical interactions, that means that this hypothesis is testable by the scientific method.
 
Naturalism

Let’s take a break here to talk about Naturalism. That is, the proposal that everything that exists can be examined and explained using the natural sciences. By that, I mean that we can use the process of the scientific method that we have already described and investigated in depth. A common complaint raised against science by proponents of the supernatural, is that science is somehow unable to investigate supernatural phenomena because science is inherently naturalistic. And a naturalistic discipline by its very description cannot investigate the supernatural because natural science begins with the blanket assumption that the supernatural does not exist.
 
Is that a fair comment? I don’t think so, and to explain why, it’s important to look at the distinction between Metaphysical Naturalism and Methodological Naturalism. There’s a good couple of terms for you to drop into discussion in a dinner party someday! What do they mean? Well, Metaphysical Naturalism is the fundamental belief that the world is naturalistic – that is, that the supernatural doesn’t exist. It talks about our model of the Universe and the assumptions inherent within that model.

Methodological Naturalism is different – it concerns the restriction that Science unavoidably suffers, that it can obviously only use and investigate Naturalistic processes. Science is definitely Methodologically Naturalistic – we can only investigate things that we can observe or measure in some way, meaning things that have a physical effect. But is Science also Metaphysically Naturalistic? Is Science fundamentally incapable of accepting any Supernatural claim, even if supported by evidence?

Well no, not at all. Science obviously can’t directly investigate entirely Supernatural claims such as “There is a parallel realm outside the physical where ghosts live”. But it can investigate the physical implications of this claim. As I said before, the only reason why we’re even talking about the supernatural is because a large number of people think that the supernatural is something that can influence the Natural world. They believe in it because they believe that they have seen physical evidence of it. And once we have physical evidence of the supernatural then we can investigate it using science, because that’s exactly what Science is for.
Investigating the Supernatural

So, for example, let’s say that somebody puts forward the hypothesis that ghosts exist in the supernatural realm, and they have the ability to make objects cold. This is a reasonably common claim from people who actually believe in ghosts. Let’s say we also have some way of knowing where ghosts might interact with our realm, say in a haunted house or around some cursed object. Let’s say the hypothesis is that a certain knife is haunted because it was once used as a murder weapon and the spirit of the murdered person still inhabits the blade. The claim given is that the knife occasionally becomes very cold to the touch because ghosts can cause that to happen. For some reason. Well this is a physical hypothesis which can be investigated by objective physical methods.

For example, we could isolate the knife in an insulated chamber, monitor it with an infra-red temperature monitor and look for unusual fluctuations outside the normal range for an object of this type. We could perhaps find another identical unused (and presumably therefore un-haunted) knife and see what fluctuations in temperature we observe for that and see if the two are statistically different. If so then we might have some evidence in favour of the supernatural theory that could be further investigated. If not then we would have evidence against it. We would have used Methodologically Naturalistic techniques – that is, techniques measuring physical things in the natural world - to investigate a supernatural claim.
 
Obviously, many experiments have been performed to investigate a wide range of supernatural claims from ghostly haunting to psychic powers, telepathy, and even the healing power of prayer – and unsurprisingly they have largely turned out negative. I say “largely” because with any field of study you occasionally get anomalies. If you perform a hundred studies of some strange phenomenon, then you will probably get one of those studies, maybe more, that, just purely by fluke, shows a “1 in 100” kind of result.  If you get a thousand children each to flip ten coins and count how many heads or tails they get, the chances are pretty good that at least one of them will actually throw ten heads in a row or ten tails in a row even with perfectly fair, unbiased coins.

Then, of course, through the wonders of “researcher degrees of freedom”, we can amplify that signal greatly. I may talk about this topic in more depth in a later lecture, but as a summary, if a researcher gets to pick what they’re looking for after the results are in, then they can deliberately focus on those measurements that appear to show anomalous results and ignore the rest. And just by the mathematics of the huge number of things that could potentially be measured, and therefore could potentially show an anomalous signal - they are likely to be able to find something significant, even by chance. This is why it’s vital for any trustworthy study to announce its criteria of success and failure before the measurements are taken, and to stick with those criteria. Studies show that this massively reduces the number of false positives that you get from clinical trials, for example.  And it’s of course the same with supernatural research.

If, instead of the careful scientific protocol that we described above, I had instead said “we should get the haunted knife and just observe it with as many gadgets as we can possibly find and afterwards see if any of them did anything strange” – this is the sort of technique that ghost hunting shows on television tend to take - then with this technique we would be vastly more likely to get a false positive – that is, we are much more likely to confirm our supernatural hypothesis incorrectly because we are looking at so many different measurements, that the likelihood is that one of them will do something a bit strange, purely by chance without any supernatural influence whatsoever.
 
If you understand this slide, then I think you probably understand 90% of the scientific perspective on the supernatural, and why this disagrees with the opinion of those who actually believe in supernatural claims.
 
Belief Systems

An interesting question is: Why do people believe in the supernatural? If we assume, as I think is fair at this point, that the supernatural doesn’t exist, then there is a very large number of people who believe in something false, presumably without good evidence because if it were possible to gather good evidence then Scientists would have done so by now. It’s tempting to think of these people as just not thinking well, but I think that’s really unfair. In fact, belief in the supernatural is a perfectly normal response from the human brain. The brain is wired to detect evidence of cognition, of a “mind” if you like, everywhere it looks. By that, I mean that it is wired to spot patterns and assume that the patterns were caused by some kind of mind. Once you have that, then it’s easy to spot coincidental or unusual events, realise that there is no visible mind nearby, and then assign the causal effect to an invisible mind.
 
Why does the human brain have this tendency? Well that goes back a long way, and it seems at least reasonable to presume that it all stems from the vast length of time that our ancestors spent in a state where they were potential prey to a number of dangerous animals, or even violent neighbouring tribes. In many parts of the world there are human beings still alive in this situation. The argument goes that the cost of a False Negative is much greater than the cost of a False Positive. By this I mean – if you see a rustling in a nearby bush, it could be a tiger, or it could just be the wind. If you think it’s a tiger when it’s the wind then that’s no big deal, but if you think it’s the wind when it’s really a tiger, then you’re going to be dinner. So an abundance of caution – seeing a conscious mind in a multitude of situations – was an adaptive trait for our ancestors. Those who just wrote off all rustling bushes to “the wind” were probably right 99 times out of 100, but that 100th time they were not going to live to tell the tale. And those ancestors who got eaten by tigers tended not to reproduce, and hence those “sensible, naturalistic” tendencies just got evolved out of the population.
 
We have seen the repercussions of this effect throughout history. For thousands of years our ancestors attributed the wind, the waves, lightning, earthquakes, volcanoes all of those to an elaborate system of gods who were responsible for these extraordinary and unfathomable events. Inanimate objects, left to themselves, tend not to do much interesting. You can sit and watch a rock for a decade and it’s not going to spontaneously roll over or change colour or start talking. So if something does change a great deal, it’s only natural to assume that a mind was responsible for the change because things that have minds do change very rapidly. This exact same cognitive trait persists today in the vast majority of people who have, at some point in their lives, believed they were being followed or watched, or were certain that they heard an intruder walking around upstairs in the attic, or who are sure their house is haunted by a malevolent poltergeist, or who genuinely think they are watched over by a guardian angel who alters events in their lives to help them out.

And, of course, once you have formed a supernatural belief that makes you feel good about the world, then you are likely to reinforce it with confirmation bias – that is, we seek out and preferentially remember evidence that supports the beliefs that we already have (and would like to retain), even if they are false, and we very rarely go out and deliberately look for ways to prove ourselves wrong. Which, of course, good scientists should be doing all the time.
 
Other Claims

What about other supernatural claims? Some supernatural claims don’t concern a separate realm apart from the natural realm, but merely talk about supposed phenomena that are in excess of what we would expect from our previous experience. I’m talking about psychic or magical powers, for example. Although some attempts to explain such phenomena might involve a supernatural realm, most do not. They talk about vague terms such as “energy” and “potential”, and often rope in Quantum Mechanics as a sort-of hand-waving filler to explain the gaps in their arguments that they can’t actually plug with any evidence. These kind of theories don’t suffer from the problem that the concept they are trying to sell doesn’t even make sense under any model of existence that I can comprehend. But the problem with this “supernatural within the real world” kind of idea is that there is simply no convincing evidence of any such phenomenon, let alone any model for how such a phenomenon might be explained were it ever to be measured.
 
Again, we have a common argument used here that Science is somehow inherently opposed to anything that it can’t explain. Science would deny any kind of evidence for psychic powers even if it were convincing, simply because the scientific worldview doesn’t contain any kind of explanation for such powers.  Again, is this a valid criticism of the scientific method? I’m sure it won’t surprise you to find out that I don’t think it is. In fact, I think there’s ample evidence in the past for the scientific community readily accepting evidence for extremely surprising phenomena that completely defy all attempts to explain them and go against all pre-existing models for the Universe. For example, Edwin Hubble, the American astronomer, found evidence that galaxies were moving apart from each other with a velocity proportional to the separation between them. That implied that the entire Universe were expanding. Yet there was no known plausible mechanism that could cause this. However, in this case the strength of the evidence overweighed the extraordinary nature of the claim. It all comes down to Bayes’ Theory, that you have met many times before. As Carl Sagan more succinctly, and less mathematically, put it – “Extraordinary claims require extraordinary evidence”. But, as we might continue, if the extraordinary evidence does come in then we are pretty much obliged to accept, or at least to contemplate the possibility, that the extraordinary claim might be true. Supernatural claims have, so far, woefully failed to clear this hurdle.
 
It really is that simple. Scientific progress up to this point in time has put together a model of the world which is extremely well researched, covered by vast amounts of evidence and carefully thought-out theoretical models. This provides any new claim with a certain Prior probability – if you remember from Bayes’ Theory the Prior is the probability you would give for that claim being true before you start to look at any new evidence.

Bayes’ theorem really breaks down into two parts – the Prior, and the Evidence if you like. And the Posterior probability – that is, the probability you would give the claim of being true after the evidence is considered – is basically the Prior multiplied by the effect of this new evidence. So if the Prior is very low – say one in a million – then the evidence needs to be very strong, of the same kind of degree – in order to bring the Posterior probability up to an acceptable level. That’s really all Sagan’s statement is saying.  If we believe that a claim has a one in a million chance of being true, then the evidence better be of such strength that there is roughly a one in a million chance of having gathered that data were the hypothesis false. That way the two sort-of cancel out and you are left with the conclusion that the claim may be true. In this situation, if you think about it, one of two extraordinary events must have happened – either a claim with a Prior of one in a million turned out actually to be true, or otherwise, despite the fact that a claim was false, the evidence turned out to be in favour of that claim in such a way that had a one in a million chance of happening. Either is equally likely, so that gives, at least in a hand-waving sense – an equal chance that the claim is false or true.

Let me try to put that another way. If you have a claim that is extraordinarily unlikely, i.e. has a very low prior, then in order to make that claim plausible we have to gather evidence  that is so convincing that it outweighs that prior implausibility.
Anecdotal Evidence

Of course most supernatural claims come down to personal experience – that is, evidence that relies on the incredibly unreliable human senses of sight, sound and touch. They also rely, to some extent, on human memory, which is similarly fallible. I think one of the foundational beliefs of scientific scepticism is that the human memory and senses are extremely fallible, and are very easily fooled. That’s why you get so many magicians interested in the scientific skepticism movement because the discoveries being made in experimental; psychology are of direct relevance to the careers of those people who have decided to make a living in deceiving people – honestly or otherwise.
 
Personal experience – anecdotal evidence – is not applicable to scientific enquiry. At best it gives us some ideas for directions that we might investigate using more rigorous methods. At worst, it can lead to dead-ends and misinformation that can hold back the progress of human knowledge.  All of this usually comes across the common rebuttal from those who have decided to make the existence of supernatural phenomena a fundamental part of their personal identity – namely, “are you saying that all these people are lying?!  How could it be that so many people all agree that these phenomena are real, and they would all swear to be telling the truth? They can’t all be lying – the sheer numbers are overwhelming.”
 
Well this highlights a few very key misunderstandings that are worth enumerating. Firstly, it is entirely possible that large groups of people can all be lying at once, but that is almost never a necessary explanation. In fact, there are a few very important clarifications that we must make at this point.
 
Of course, for a witness to be wrong does not imply dishonesty – there are many ways that witnesses can be mistaken that are honest and even honourable. Perhaps the witnesses were all duped by a third party? Perhaps the witnesses were all tricked by the same highly convincing, but natural phenomenon? Perhaps some witnesses were lying, some were deceived, some were unsure, some misreported and some just went along with the opinion of the majority?
 
Secondly, the phenomena described are usually so vague that the claims of multiple independent witnesses are usually a bit misleading. For example, you may claim that many people have seen ghosts, but often when people do that they include in the same group people who saw a literal phantasm with their naked eyes, people who sat down and talked to a supposedly dead relative, and then together with them people who noticed vases falling over when nobody was around, and people who felt an unusual chill when the windows were all closed. Clearly these are very different claims and it’s easy to bolster the more extreme claims with evidence that they haven’t earned. If someone claims that fifty percent of people have seen ghosts, for example, then that’s easily explained if they mean “they felt an unusual chill once”, but it’s not so easily explained if they mean “they had a lengthy conversation on camera with Abraham Lincoln.”
 
Thirdly, it’s important to realise that the scientific naturalistic worldview here is clearly the null hypothesis. That is, it’s assumed that everything is naturalistic because that’s all we see; that’s how the world appears to be, at least at first glance. For someone to claim otherwise puts the burden of proof firmly in their hands. It is not in any way required that scientists “explain” mountains of anecdotal evidence, because science firmly states that anecdotes are not sufficient for rigorous investigation.

However, if the anecdotes are correct then they imply that the phenomena they describe should be measurable with scientific apparatus in a controlled manner. Why have no such experiments ever provided any evidence of the quality one would expect were these claims correct? These days practically every human being in the Western world carries in their pocket all day every day a small device capable of taking high definition video recordings of any sight they see, with very little setup time and in a range of light conditions, and we can share those videos instantaneously with the entire world. Why is it that, despite the prevalence of these devices the number of legitimate photos and videos which unambiguously show supernatural phenomena taking place is precisely the same as it was twenty years ago, or 30 or 40 years ago, but before this technology was invented? Specifically, zero. Now that we all have camera phones, every day that goes by without any more conclusive photographic evidence of supernatural phenomena is evidence that these beliefs are nothing more than figments of overactive imaginations.
Data Quality

 
Finally, we need to be careful not to fall into a standard trap when considering large amounts of poor quality evidence. It’s tempting to think that two anecdotes are better than one, so a thousand count as very strong evidence, surely? But remember that good evidence compounds but bad evidence does not.

Think of it like this – if you are building bridges over a river, then the more bridges you build, and the wider those bridges are, the more traffic can cross that river. However, if you are only building bridges that are two-thirds or half of the required width, then it doesn’t matter how many bridges you build, you are never increasing the number of cars that can cross – no cars can ever cross.

That’s like evidence – if you gather really good quality evidence, aiming to avoid all sources of error or bias, and trying your best to find evidence that could potentially disprove your theory, then the more the better, and the more evidence you gather the more likely the theory the evidence supports is true.  However, if your evidence is lousy then that doesn’t follow. If you are gathering evidence from an unreliable source, or in a way that is likely to introduce systematic errors or bias, then that evidence is useless, no matter how much of it you collect.

In fact, to take things to extremes, if I decided to gather evidence by rolling dice to see what was true, then it doesn’t matter how many times I did this, I still wouldn’t be one bit closer to proving my theory. And, in some cases, if your evidence is systematically biased then the more you gather, the worse your conclusion will be, and the further you will end up away from reality.  So please remember this – as the old witticism goes “the plural of anecdote is not data”. In other words, it doesn’t matter how many people you hear saying they believe in something supernatural, that has no effect whatsoever on the likelihood of that claim being true unless those same people also bring with themselves good quality, unbiased, objective, measurable scientific data.
Summary

So this is one of those topics that a lot of people get very annoyed about when you start to criticise it. After all, if you list all of the supernatural claims that have been made over the history of the human race, even if you limit yourself to non-religious ones like ghosts, telepathy and magic spells, the list is so long that the vast majority of people on Earth believe at least a few of them.  But are any of them justified?
The supernatural is often a very hazily defined topic, incredibly speculative and lacking in any consistency from one person’s report to another. Hazy language is often used to deflect inquiry from interested scientists. The Supernatural is allegedly “not possible to measure” they say, or perhaps they claim that any kind of investigation will cause the effect it to go away and hide so that all rigorous studies will always be null.
Of course, anything that has a measurable effect in the physical Universe can be tested by science, at least in principle. And the reason why supernatural claims exist at all is that there are plenty of people who claim to have seen evidence for supernatural phenomena in the natural world. So that tells us that science is perfectly capable of investigating supernatural claims – at least as far as they impinge on our own Universe.
And many studies have been performed, often very poorly unfortunately, without anywhere near the attention to detail that a scientific study should have. Much of the evidence is anecdotal, or poorly controlled, and as I showed, bringing together a large number of terrible studies does not amount to any good evidence – it amounts to zero evidence from a scientific perspective in fact.
Whenever supernatural claims are tested even remotely thoroughly they always fail. The magician James Randi has had $1m on the line for anyone who can prove anything supernatural or paranormal under laboratory conditions – and that money has remained spectacularly unclaimed since the mid-1990s. That fact, coupled with the knowledge that everyone in the Western world these days has a high-definition video recording device in their pockets and yet nobody has ever given any convincing evidence for anything supernatural or paranormal, all pretty much proves that no such phenomenon exists. And with every passing hour the confidence in that verdict increases as the likelihood of supernatural or paranormal phenomena slides ever closer to the “certainly false” end of the spectrum of certainty.  
That’s the end of this lecture. I hope you’ve found it useful. If you enjoy these lectures and you think you know other people who may benefit from learning more about Science, then please spread the word and get them out to as many people as possible. I’m hoping to release another one in a few weeks’ time, so do subscribe to get the latest notifications. And if you have any suggestions for new videos, please let me know.
In the next lecture I’ll be talking about Special Pleading. What’s that all about? Well this is one of the most prominent tactics that proponents of unscientific beliefs, such as those who believe in the supernatural, often use in order to escape any claims that their beliefs are false. In fact, it’s such a common ploy in pseudoscientific circles that as soon as you hear someone using it you can pretty much discard anything else they say. So I’ll teach you what Special Pleading is, how to spot it, and why it has no place in science, all in the next lecture.
Thanks very much for your time.
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